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**ABSTRACT**

This paper takes the position that our current treatments that involve infilling with a neutral rather than matched colour are deceptive to the viewer and that such deliberate mediation through the act of conservation can deny the viewer an authentic understanding of the heritage object. Governing guidelines and documents describe authenticity as the alignment of the object and its story but for some practitioners, the concept remains tied to originality. Authenticity could be considered a fluid concept as it is built via the individual relationship between object and viewer. Many of the default approaches to conservation fail to address the fluidity embodied in the object and its representation of the passage of time. A lack of examination into the inherent biases of our work defends the status quo within our museums under a cloak of neutrality. Disruptive conservation is proposed as a challenge, exemplified by a jarring visible mend. It is an approach designed to disturb complacency. It calls upon analysis of our biases and challenges the consequences of freezing the meanings of our conserved objects. Placing the process of disruptive conservation into treatment dialogues enables conservators to account for the object’s journey in how their intervention is portrayed. It stops the object from existing simply as a representation of the past and allows it to continue its evolution. The question ‘Why don’t I make this fill in hot pink?’ is offered as a catalyst for an appraisal of an object’s place and context without assuming or imposing a fake neutrality.

**Introduction**

Within an exhibition hall, a viewer may encounter artefacts in glass cases. The information label allows the viewer to walk away from these artefacts with the understanding of not only their form and function but their material, geographical location and time period. In placing objects in a museum, they become reconceptualised – existing as tangible and intangible entities connected to but separated from their past. What role do the conservator and the treatment process play in creating this (dis)connection between the entity and its outwardly apparent visual function?

Disruptive conservation is an approach to practice that is conceived as a provocation. It is a challenge captured by the question ‘Why not paint it pink?’ Challenging orthodoxy and contentment in conservation strategies, it is a process in which the conservator scrutinises values and normative treatments to disrupt the structures of our operating environment. Disruptive conservation seeks to expose and debate an object’s alignment within past, present and future. It plays with the interactions among the object, owner and treatment, the nature of these relationships and how that may be translated into the physical form of the object’s fabric. Examining the deceptive neutrality of our treatments through the lens of disruptive conservation can expose the inherent biases and political ramifications that exist, often unacknowledged, within our practice. In posing a challenge to traditional conservation aesthetics the paper examines where visually jarring treatments would fit in within our ethical frameworks and by considering the ethics of a disruptive practice, the paper asks what implications this has for aspects of authenticity.

An object’s journey to display can be compared to that of a boulder rolling down a slope. For it to reach the bottom, it must touch a series of points. These points of connection offer glimpses of an object’s many meanings and the values associated with each stage of its journey. A recurring metaphor used throughout the paper is of a gap-fill in a low-fired archaeological ceramic. For this archaeological object, it begins with discovery and recognition, with the finder exposing the existence of the object as a tangible entity. Whether simultaneously or subsequently its value is then codified by attributing it to an association with a location, event, entity or time. Later the object enters a museum where more aspects of value and significance are reviewed and ascribed. A curator acknowledges its physical form and places a fixed interpretation upon it, and so the
object is anointed as providing evidence of the past. It exists simultaneously as a functional artefact, a symbol and an historic document (Caple 2009). In the exhibition space, it meets the viewer. It reaches a place in the rolling narrative where ‘it can continue to be used for education and enjoyment, as reliable evidence of the past and as a resource for future study’ (Icon 2014, 1). At some point in this section of its life-span since its discovery, the understanding we place upon it becomes codified and recorded, and its intangible values are shared via the work of the museum. It is realised as a multi-dimensional, multi-representational object. At what point in its journey is the object its authentic self? Is this an important or necessary concept for conservation and if so, how do we respect this in our interventions?

Conservators are only part of the narrative of an object’s life, but they play an important one as they can change the value of the object. From the removal of particulates from a dusty book to the recovery of the functional shape of a corroded iron fitting, the consequences of our work are permanent. Conservation interventions, although as reversible and as well documented as possible, are irrevocable. Choices are made that determine the manifestation of the object. Conservation is an act of interpretation, in that the physical act of conservation affects the way in which an object is and can in future be experienced (Mairesse and Peters 2019). The fabric and construction of the object must be focussed upon, but it is its intangible values, its cultural biography and context that guide conservation decisions regarding the perception of an object (Spaarschuh and Moltubaak Kempton 2020). In conservation practice, the multiplicity of factors influencing decisions must be rendered as a single solution.

**Disruptive conservation**

The concept of disruptive conservation originally began as a reaction to the in-filling requirements of a Roman ceramic vessel (Figure 1) and has been built into a broader response to our treatment conventions at the University of Cardiff. The specific requirements were that the vessel be reconstructed and that any gap-fills be an ‘off-white’ within the tonal range of the fabric. The reaction by one of this paper’s authors was that this request was an erasure of the conservation work that was to be undertaken. The neutral and milky reproduction of the whole vessel would erase the hand skills in the creation of the mend and all the associated research into the history, analysis, and stakeholder consultation. The authors discussed whether a neutral fill would present a false history by attempting to return the object to an abstract version of a previous life and fix it there as a static entity. This leads to the question: how should the conservator’s relationship with the tangible object be presented to the viewer?

As a sector, conservators need to examine the relationship between perceived value and the metaphysicality that exists with objects. Asking the question, whether a treatment can become evidence of action impacting on the life journey of the object. While conservators and their work often deliberately minimise the visual impact of conservation treatment, made only perceptible through close examination, what does such subtlety signify? Is subtlety necessary or habitual? The disruptive conservation concept offers a thinking process, not a colour palette. It is a rejection of the automatic selection between neutrality or integration. Unlike tonal fills or carefully constructed *tratteggio* the proposal for a jarring discontinuous fill or repair aims to jolt the conservation process out of an acceptance of the banal normality so easily presented
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in heritage institutions. Can and should conservation be located visually as part of its continuing journey by making no attempt to ‘pickle the object in aspic’ or represent the museum exhibition as a final and fixed end point? Rather than reaching for subtlety: ask whether a hot-pink gap-fill (Figure 2) would signify the impact of conservation on the object’s journey. This paradigm shift presents the opportunity to explore the values embodied by an object that are retained or enhanced during conservation (Sully and Cardoso 2014).

Disruptive conservation is a consequence of thinking. It is not about the visible mend itself but is an expression of the need to reject our biases and to break away from the façade of neutrality that is presented in a context that is often far from neutral. While it need not take the form of a hot-pink mend, it asks conservators to push against obvious and traditional narratives, both in their decision-making and working process and in their institutional and social surroundings, to ask themselves what needs to be achieved differently.

The creation of authenticity

Authenticity is an abstract notion. Muños-Viñas wrote that ‘the only authentic state of the object is tautologically the one that it has now’ (Muñoz-Viñas 2002, 26). To exist in the current present is to be authentic within whatever state is current. Other writers argue that for an object to be experienced or considered as authentic, then it must be marked as authentic (Scott 2015), that is, someone, somewhere, must have judged this object to be the authentic version of itself. Defining authenticity with reference to the concept of originality limits it to a point in time where ‘original’ refers to the moment of creation (Scott 2015; Auffret 2019) and has been rejected as a basis for conservation practice. Whilst early definitions referred to authenticity being tied to originality; European standards make a clear distinction, defining authenticity as the ‘extent of alignment between the object and the identity attributed to’ (BSI 2019, 19), and originality as the ‘extent to which an object’s properties match those at the time of its formation’ (BSI 2019, 19) and they are not to be confused with each other (BSI 2019).

Jones and Yarrow argue that authenticity is a cultural construct that emerges through the interaction between the item of cultural heritage and the viewer, dependent also on context (Jones 2010; Jones and Yarrow 2013), thus fixing authenticity as a subjective concept. Such a perception-led definition opens the door to multiple possible perceptions of materiality, shaped by personal social and cultural experiences. Malko-georgiou notes that the relationship between the object and the observer is never static, and it is this movement that implies the subjective aspect (Malko-georgiou 2002). Scott presents authenticity as having three foundations in material, historical and conceptual aspects that must be considered together to avoid fragmentation of meaning (Scott 2015). Scott examines both objective and subjective authenticity. He notes that a subjective definition of authenticity opens it to multiple and conflicting views because what one person may regard as authentic may differ from another but ‘if it is regarded as a completely objective concept, then there are potential difficulties in persuading people with conceptual views of what authenticity means into accepting that there can be any such thing’ (Scott 2015, 291). Given that people with conceptual views of authenticity exist then the only response to these mirrored approaches is to accept that for at least some people there is a subjective version of authenticity linked to their own perceptions. Once linked to the viewer, authenticity represents their perceptions rather than a self-contained quality of the object as itself. Like the creation of value, authenticity is non-linear much as value is non-homogenous (Taylor and Cassar 2008) and so an object’s identity and authenticity evolve through time (Castriota 2019).

The concept of authenticity as an alignment between the object and the identity attributed to is reflected in the Nara Document on Authenticity (ICOMOS 1994), the UNESCO Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention (UNESCO 2019) and the Hoi An Protocol which conceives authenticity as the alignment of the object and its story. The Hoi An Protocol states that authenticity can be ‘…understood from a matrix of dimensions of both tangible and intangible qualities. Together these form the composite authenticity from which significance derives…’ (UNESCO 2009, 7). In the Nara Document, authenticity ‘appears as the essential qualifying factor concerning values’ (ICOMOS 1994, 47). It is not possible to make judgements within fixed criteria as informational sources differ from culture to culture (ICOMOS 1994). The Nara Document and the UNESCO Guidelines state that our ability to understand these values rests on truthful and credible sources being used (ICOMOS 1994; UNESCO 2019) and that cultural values ‘are truthfully and credibly expressed through a variety of attributes’ (UNESCO 2019, 101). Therefore, for an object to be perceived as being authentic by the viewer, it must portray its truthful timeline with all its values present.

Authenticity is a fundamental concept for conservators whose interventions impact on both tangible and intangible aspects. Conservators control how authenticity is presented, and such power should not be enacted thoughtlessly. As authenticity seeks alignment with the presentation of an object and its identity, treatments designed to minimise the visual impact of
part of the story can be characterised as false or deceptive. An object’s journey involves multiple interactions and multiple values, and its authenticity is created by viewers via their own individual relationship with the object. It becomes an individual concept understood through many layers of knowing, certainties and uncertainties. Wain and Sherring write that a ‘perfect authenticity’ cannot be achieved and must always be an approximation, based on what is considered most important in the present (Wain and Sherring 2020).

Conservation and uncomfortable truths

The widely held ‘6 inch / 6 foot rule’ (15 cm/2 m rule), where conservation repair requires interventions to be unobtrusive from a distance but detectable upon closer inspection (Buys and Oakley 1993, 140) sits within paradoxical contrasts between visible / invisible or honest / dishonest regarding the tangible intervention and the place of the conservation treatment in the journey of the object. Our ‘silent’ (Phillips 1997) conservation treatments change how an object looks to a viewer, although this sometimes requires that close examination. What evidence are we providing that makes the existence of an entire lifespan accessible? The approach common in conservation is of subtle, integrated, or unobtrusive work that does not draw the eye but continues to exist, asking not to be discussed, like a shy elephant in the room. Are these approaches reliable or truthful and how do they align with issues of authenticity? Classical theories of conservation as an activity see its role as being that of a truth-enforcer (Muñoz-Viñas 2002; Muñoz-Viñas 2011), of which the goal is to reveal and preserve an object’s ‘true nature’. Conservation has also been described as knowledge-generating, investigations that precede decision-making being undertaken through both ‘hard sciences and humanism’ (Hölling 2017a). Thus, it has become a paradox, a continual process in which materiality is conserved to maintain the values that are embodied within heritage (Avrami, Mason, and de la Torre 2000). As it is conservators who have the skill set (AIC n.d.) to undertake the preservation of tangible aspects of cultural heritage, how do their actions affect this complex place of multiple values that have been assigned through the object’s journey since its creation? In Phillips’s forensic examination of artistic intent and variation in the perception of objects through time he notes that, of all the perceptual variations written upon the objects it is conservation that is almost always ‘passed over in silence’ (Phillips 1997). Indeed, he points out that strategies for conservation are most visible when exhibitions draw on collections from multiple institutions exposing their distinct approach through the contrasting conservation style. We believe that this lack of acknowledgement belies the philosophy, values and hierarchies that sit (silently) behind conservation decisions.

Our current treatments could be characterised as a dishonest truth. Barber argues that unstated but implicit dishonesty undermines truth: ‘Our focus instead should be on the boundary between what is and is not expressed in a communicative act, irrespective of whether it is actually said.’ (Barber 2020, 142). When examining this communicative act, in this case, the act of conservation, the unobtrusive mend sits on a conceptual boundary. Considering the example of a neutral gap-fill, this creates a new state that tries not to draw attention, a partial and apologetic completion: neither returned to a sense of the original, nor presented as found. Such deceptive treatments present a false and conceptually abstract object to the observer and as such hide information. Extending knowledge about the act of conservation is an expressive act that contributes to truth and knowledge generation.

While the authors understand the urge to avoid visually disturbing fills to create a complete and calming aesthetic, we reject this as the default approach. The desire to quietly reintegrate reflects an inherent bias: that the damage is wrong; that the object should be displayed in some former state; and that conservation is neutral in achieving this outcome.

The ‘Why not pink?’ question goes against a key principle in Brand’s framework, as summarised by Barassi, ‘the unacceptability of creative conservation’ that a conservator must never ‘interpret the work subjectively, especially when it comes to filling in lacunae’ (Barassi 2009, 1). Brandi offers absolutes when it comes to originality, creativity and authenticity in conservation. The concept of disruptive conservation is dialectical in that it proposes an approach to examining all the potentials within the conservation process and the reflection of the biases within our practice and place within the museum. The conservation of a rare medieval shrine at St Albans Cathedral, UK, features a figure with a mask, as a commemoration of ‘reconstruction during the pandemic’. While this may seem atypical for a restoration project, it is a perfect example of creative conservation and the potential interconnection between the object in question, conservator and time.

Disruptive conservation and codes of ethics

Conservation is a paradox of observable but unnoticeable interventions (Avrami, Mason, and de la Torre 2000). So too are our codes in that despite providing flexibility, they can and often do lead to conservative behaviour (Ashley-Smith 2017). Ethics provide not only a framework to guide actions and thinking (Clavir 2002; Henderson and Nakamoto 2016) but they are also intertwined with social structures (Clavir 2002). Laudable attempts to codify ethics have led to
checklists which are incredibly useful for new conservators or those who want to check if their practice is habitual and non-reflective. But to go beyond them into expert practice we must engage with the multi-layers and meanings associated with objects. Codes of ethics in conservation mainly refer to how the conservator negotiates the professional space, and rather than offering specific requirements, they set out a boundary of expectation rather than an outcome. The terminology used to describe the relationship between conservator and object: respect and integrity (AIC 1994; AICCM 2002; ECCO 2003; CAC and CACP 2009) captures different contexts that conservators must work in, while emphasising that they must link it to the object and its totality, which exists and moves through a multi-dimensional universe. Disruptive conservation presents a dichotomy with the treatment itself and the presentation of truth, making no attempt to blend in but instead asking conservators to account for their thinking, and to own their own work explicitly. If there is no deception, there is no ethical issue.

Frozen in time

When an object is placed in a glass case or in another way formally designated as ‘heritage’, it is labelled and defined in a way which has the effect of freezing it in time (Hölling 2017b): rarely is it allowed to continue to evolve. As Georgieva states, despite the fact that we admire buildings in which we can see and acknowledge additions and stratifications, these are not allowed to continue into the present and the future (Georgieva 2018). Moving deeper into the museum, traditional conservation can also be seen as the freezing of this object into only one specific time or even as the attempt at returning it to an ideal state (Auffret 2019). An alternative perspective argues that the authenticity of a place can be as much located in its fluidity and flexibility through adaptive reuse (Weiss 2020), or that creative relationships between old and new can lead to a flow of information about the object through time (Squassina 2021).

If we question any unexamined assumption that our intervention exists at an end point and locate our intervention as part of a fluid and flexible history (Weiss 2020) generating authenticity as a process of linked functions, we need not attempt to reflect a specific historical point in time through our interventions. As heritage ceases to be used for its original function, its new primary function becomes the transmission of messages about heritage (Wain and Sherring 2020). Wain and Sherring argue that both artwork and functional objects can be understood as performative objects and that the authenticity must ‘happen’ to be experienced (2020, 7), observing that whilst the tangible heritage of an object can be treated by a conservator the intangible nature of an object needs to be performed (2020). But how does the static Roman ceramic vessel ‘happen’ for viewers so that they can have an authentic relationship with it? A disruptive intervention such as a visible mend allows the object to perform its original function while still being experienced by the viewer in a way that is new. Considering the example of a ceramic vessel: it may have been used as a container. The current tangible vessel is no longer able to hold such material nor perform an ‘original’ function. Although its old function can no longer to be performed, it can ‘happen’ in a new way for the viewer while still conveying multiple other concepts that it embodies. A visually disruptive mend acknowledges the continuous lifespan of the object, that marks its passage from creation, to use and discovery, through conservation to the glass case and finally to the experience. It becomes a new instance of itself (Castriota 2021), not a forgery of the original with the visible change authored by the conservator.

Visible intervention

The Japanese process of Kintsugi – the patch with gold – and Kintsukuroi – to repair with gold (Iten 2008) is perhaps one of the most well-known and celebrated visible mending techniques. This process draws from metaphysical relationships that are described as inherent within the Japanese psyche and presents itself within the object’s materiality and so plays into the authentic presentation of the passage of time. Kintsugi and Kintsukuroi are deep-rooted cultural processes (Iten 2008; Kintsugisouke 2009; Keulemans 2016; Nilsson 2018). Although it would be impossible to separate the cultural origins from the practice there are lessons that can be taken from the concept and the practice. Kintsugi and Kintsukuroi are examples of the type of examination of our perception of an object, its relationship with the passing of time, events and actors in that process and it is this acknowledgement of multiple cultural processes that can, in turn, inspire, inform and develop evolving practices for all conservators.

Another example that aligns with the essential challenge of disruptive conservation is that of the painting Grace by Dave Hobrecht. Depicting a setting that was never captured via photo or video, the black and white painting shows Martin Luther King Jr, Don Newcombe, Roy Campanella and Jackie Robinson with hands clasped for grace with Martin Luther King Jr thanking them for their contributions to the civil rights movement. When the painting arrived at the Negro Leagues Baseball Museum, where it was unveiled, the canvas had broken during shipment and the bottom section had completely detached. A decision was made to keep this visible detachment and the work was reframed with ‘the two pieces
purposely pulled apart several inches’ (Harris 2021). The purposeful portrayal of this break represented the trauma of the historical subject matter. A treatment outcome that is to be explicit is not an excuse for the treatment to be poorly executed: it is a process bound by the examination of our conservations processes as a whole and a reflection of our practice and the passage of time.

Exhibiting the conservation process

Conservation is often conceived as a separate act or a discrete entity from the object. While exhibitions, such as Operation Night Watch (Rijksmuseum, n.d.) or Conservation in Focus (Drago 2011) makes the conservation work explicit to the viewer, they do not address the substance here of the perspective being offered: disruptive conservation asks for more than acknowledgement, it suggests that the conservation becomes part of the physical narrative. Integrity is bound up with an honest acceptance of the totality of things. The conservation phase is part of the integrity of understanding the object. If ‘conservators are always ‘writing’ the history of the object’ (Villers 2004, 6), the act of conservation should be expressed clearly in a way that the observer can be expected to identify. If the truth that we present, and the values embodied within an object are never static and always changing (Malko-georgou 2002; Taylor and Cassar 2008) then a disruptive mend takes its place in moving with the object through these changes. The extent of the object’s retained fabric is not hidden by this act of conservation; it is merely that the treatment is recognised as well. The process of disruptive conservation recognises the object as a holistic and changed entity for the viewer to question, interpret and understand.

Conservation and neutrality

When the evidence of the object’s history is written on its tangible features this is often presented on display as a softened or neutralised perspective: the jagged becomes softened, the lacunae are diminished, and the jarring spaces subdued. Such a softening process may feel like a tendency towards a steady or neutral state, but they believe the process by which the lacunae were created. History is more than a steady state to slide into. History includes powerful stories of destruction, oppression and looting, captured and embodied in the collections encased in the galleries of the universal museums. One of the greatest current challenges for conservation is a lack of diversity however it is characterised: when the sector takes a moment to examine its diversity it is apparent that conservation does not adequately represent the global population (ARA and CILIP 2015; AIC 2018; Andrew Mellon Foundation 2019). Disruptive conservation calls for the analysis of our biases, to recognise the multitude of values represented in every decision and to ask how an unexamined act of conservation can perpetuate a status quo built on colonial violence (Catlin-Legutko 2016). If we wish to deconstruct colonial privilege we must move away from ‘the blindness of the everyday’” (Stiem 2018) and work towards ‘truth telling’. The concept of neutrality within our institutions has perpetuated ‘oppression, racism, injustice and colonialism’ (Autry and Murawski 2019). The guise of the concept of ‘care’, according to Das, ‘is a violent and dangerous ethos’ (Das 2021). That despite our best intentions, we can inadvertently cause harm to the objects we aim to protect. Choices made have been damaging and destructive (Meskell 2002). The act of ‘keeping’ objects is a political choice that is often in conflict with the object’s origin or belief where its value lies in its continual decay and that despite our perceived benefit of ‘keeping’ it, this act can ‘… symbolise a political act of acquisition’ (Henderson 2020, 7).

The reductionist materialist approach to conservation decision-making has characterised much of our official discourse and has promoted non-reflective practice. The analysis becomes a substitute for enquiry, and research into material properties and responses concur with past enquiries resulting in conservation tasks simply being just a closed loop of familiar practice. This has allowed conservation to set aside challenges that embody complexity and ambiguity while investigating systems with definable correlations such as decay mechanisms. Such an approach cannot inform aesthetic judgements nor mesh effectively with ethical decisions.

Many museum practices are rooted in power via colonial enterprises and so must be viewed as political spaces in which there cannot be neutral actors (Msezane 2017; Autry n.d.; Autry and Murawski 2019). The act of conservation within these spaces is not neutral (Muñoz-Viñas 2002; Jenson 2004; Villers 2004; Pye 2006; Avrami 2009; de la Torre 2013; Balachandran 2016; Durant 2020; Henderson 2020). By acting as agents for heritage: preserving historical evidence for
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others to engage with, we believe ourselves to be doing the right thing, but we have gone unconflicted for too long, hiding from the safety of our benches (Balachandran 2016). In consultation with curators, owners and stakeholders, the decisions about an object’s story are made (Durant 2020). This puts the conservator in a unique position of power but also potentially positioned in a power struggle. While conservators uncover values, it is those who are in positions of power who have the final say over which values are given preference, and which version of the past is presented (de la Torre 2013). Every decision that we make is a choice, and our justifications are about how we prioritise those choices (Figure 3). The comfort of an apparently neutral repair can be used to absolve us of responsibility and to avoid thinking critically (Durant 2020).

Conclusion

When our work reduces the visual impact of the conservation process, it reduces the evidence of action and as such does not allow for a truthful alignment of the past, present and future of the object, preventing its evolution. If a truthful version of an object is not being presented, then what becomes of authenticity? Non-reflective treatments can be perceived as an attempt at returning the object to a time that existed before the need for its conservation arose, which is deceptive to the viewer. Whilst conservation as a process does recognise the owner or creator, integrating the role of conservator in this relationship is one that is masked in traditional approaches. For philosophy to be integrated into conservation decision-making we have to offer the meta-cognition of the decisions that we are offering up for examination. Too often philosophy is separated from practical conclusions, with philosophy being very much left in the domain of philosophers. Yet for conservation to be a mature and reflective profession, we must be able to generate philosophical ideas and present them in our practical treatments.
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